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Cleaning products that save money--and the planet!Forget about chemical cleaners and pricey

"green" products--all you need are a few simple kitchen staples to make your whole house sparkle!

The Organically Clean Home features 150 easy-to-make recipes for cleaning products filled with

all-natural ingredients you can trust (and actually pronounce!). From dishwasher detergent to

antibacterial wipes, America's favorite cleaning blogger Becky Rapinchuk guides you through the

steps needed to make these everyday necessities--without spending a fortune.Complete with

simple instructions for packaging and storing your homemade cleaners, you'll enjoy turning each

room into a beautiful and toxic-free space with fresh-scented products like:Lemon and clove

hardwood floor cleanerNo-bleach laundry whitener and brightenerPeppermint glass and mirror

wipesLavender and lemon bathroom disinfecting sprayCitrus foaming hand soap With The

Organically Clean Home, you'll save hundreds of dollars every month--and have a clean, healthy

home that you and your family can feel good about.
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This book is amazing! I am not a really big book reader, but this is not your typical book about

keeping a house clean. Oh, no...this is packed FULL of recipes for just about everything you can

imagine to clean in your home. The best part? The fact that you are using NO chemicals and

making these all on your own. They are simple, inexpensive ways to clean. It takes a few minutes to



gather ingredients and make the cleaning recipe - much faster and cheaper than going to the store

and buying it. I encourage everyone to get this to keep as a staple in their home. Have it handy to

where you keep your cleaning supplies so you can get anything clean! See my full review here: [...]

I purchased this book because I wanted to get away from using so many chemical cleaners in my

home.This book has an easy, natural formula for absolutely everything you could need to

clean!Their version of 'Goo Gone' works better than the original from the store. I tested the natural

version againstthe bottle of store bought that I had, and it worked 100% better, without the nasty

petroleum smell.It's thorough and very easy to use.I HIGHLY recommend this book to anyone

wanting more natural cleaning solutions.

I cannot put this book down; in fact I should be cleaning right now- but I had to let the WORLD

KNOW how great you will feel inside if you start using the valuable advice given inside this book. It's

not only valuable, it's also CHEAP! The cleaning recipes are from things you most likely own or can

buy for a few dollars, and will last for a long time. More importantly, they are SAFE, they WORK,

they are ORGANIC, and I like the fact that most of them SMELL GOOD. That last one is a choice by

the user, however. Becky has solutions for everything you can think of and some I wish I had known

a long time ago. For those of us who are cleaning challenged, she not offers non-toxic cleaning

recipes for everything imaginable, but also includes a variety of cleaning routine checklists. "The

Organically Clean Home" is a must have, not on my bookshelf, but in my hands!

I LOVE this book. Checked it out at the library, ordered it for me, then ordered it for 3 friends. Lost

mine and then ordered it again! What I like about it is that there is a recipe for everything- want to

clean your cabinets? There is a recipe that contains a little lemon oil so that your cabinets smell

good and don't dry out. Toilets- super duper foaming cleaner. Anti- scum spray for the bathtub...

Dog wipes, kid wipes, yeah, everything is in there. Also, my house has become so much more

orderly and clean since I have been following the cleaning schedule that is laid out in this book- this

is just what I needed to become more enthusiastic and have more pride in keeping up with a

schedule.

I have tried numerous recipes in this book and have had successful results. I can't stop telling my

friends and family about The Organically Clean Home. As a first time home buyer, I feel confident I

can maintain my home thanks to Becky's cleaning checklists and recipes. I highly recommend this



book!

Wow! I have bought and downloaded several books on organic and homemade cleaning products.

All have been good but only have a few recipes or cover one or two areas such as laundry or

kitchen etc. This book gives you the why's and benefits of using homemade organic products which

just about every book does. Then it gives you tips on how to organize your cleaning so your not

doing it all in one day like I tend to do. It gives you a list of cleaning tools to keep on hand and basic

ingredients. There is a small list of essential oils and there uses (you can find a bigger list online)

then there are tons of recipes throughout the book. Recipes for use in the kitchen, laundry,

bathroom, bedrooms and living spaces, floors, nursery, playroom, garage, badement, and garden.

There are checklists in the back of the book for weekly, monthly, daily cleaning, checklist for

decluttering, one day clean, weekend clean, one week deep clean, 31 day cleaning plan, the deep

cleaning checklist, pretreating stain removal guide, metric conversion chart and a section in the

book to write notes. Also, most of the ingredients in the recipes can be bought at your local store or

ordered online. I love this book!

This is a wonderful book! The cleaning formulas work really well, are fun to make and smell really

great. You will learn how to clean your home with non toxic ingredients. The directions are easy to

follow . This book will give you a great feeling of empowerment as you will know you are saving your

health and the health of your family by not using toxic cleaning products.

This book is almost identical the the previously published book "Naturally Clean Home" by Karyn

Siegel-Maier in 2008. Down to the cover photo, layout, and content. I am surprised this connection

has not been made before now, and I do not respect the lack of originality.
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